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ADVISORY       CAUTIONARY      NON-DIRECTIVE 
AIRPORT SAFETY AND OPERATIONS DIVISION AAS-300 

FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT Ed Cleary, AAS-300, (202) 267-3389 
 

Date:  11/21/2006 No. 06-07
To:  Airport Operators, FAA Airport Certification Safety Inspectors 
Topic:  Requests by State Wildlife Agencies to Facilitate and 

Encourage Habitat for State-Listed Threatened and Endangered 
Species and Species of Special Concern on Airports 

PURPOSE:   

This Certalert describes procedures for responding to requests by state wildlife agencies 
to facilitate and encourage habitats for state-listed threatened and endangered species or 
species of special concern that occur on airports and may pose a threat to aviation safety.  
This Certalert does not apply to federally listed threatened and endangered species.  
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidance on dealing with federally listed threatened 
and endangered species can be found in FAA Order 1050.1E, Environmental Impacts - 
Policies and Procedures, Appendix A, Section 8.   

BACKGROUND: 

An airport’s air operations area (AOA) is an artificial environment that has been created 
and maintained for aircraft operations.  Because an AOA can be markedly different from 
the surrounding native landscapes, it may attract wildlife species that do not normally 
occur, or that occur only in low numbers in the area.  Some of the grassland species 
attracted to an airport’s AOA are at the edge of their natural ranges, but are attracted to 
habitat features found in the airport environment.  Also, some wildlife species may occur 
on the airport in higher numbers than occur naturally in the region because the airport 
offers habitat features the species prefer.  Some of these wildlife species are state-listed 
threatened and endangered species or have been designated by state resource agencies 
as species of special concern. 

Many state wildlife agencies have requested that airport operators facilitate and 
encourage habitat on airports for state-listed threatened and endangered species or 
species of special concern.  Airport operators should exercise great caution in adopting 
new management techniques; new techniques may increase wildlife hazards and be 
inconsistent with safe airport operations.  Managing the on-airport environment to facilitate 
or encourage the presence of hazardous wildlife species can create conditions that are 
incompatible with, or pose a threat to, aviation safety.    

DISCUSSION: 
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Hazardous wildlife are those species of wildlife (50 CFR 10.12), including feral animals 
and domesticated animals not under control (14 CFR 139.5, Definitions), that are 
associated with aircraft strike problems, are capable of causing structural damage to 
airport facilities, or act as attractants to other wildlife that pose a strike hazard.  (FAA 
Advisory Circular 150/5200-33A, Hazardous Wildlife Attractants on or Near Airports, July 
27, 2004.)   Not all state-listed threatened and endangered species or species of concern 
pose a direct threat to aviation safety.  However, these species may pose an indirect 
threat and be hazardous because they attract other wildlife species or support prey 
species attractive to other species that are directly hazardous.  Also, the habitat 
management practices that benefit these state-listed threatened and endangered species 
and species of special concern may attract other hazardous wildlife species.  For 
example, the grassland habitat preferred by grasshopper sparrows, which are listed as 
threatened in New York1, also supports a wide variety of insects and small mammals.  
These insects and small mammals are an indirect threat to aviation safety because they 
are very attractive to hawks, owls, gulls and other birds.  It is these large birds that can 
pose a direct threat to aviation safety.  On-airport habitat and wildlife management 
practices designed to benefit wildlife that directly or indirectly create safety hazard where 
none existed before are incompatible with safe airport operations.  

Airport operators must decline to adopt habitat management techniques that jeopardize 
aviation safety.  Adopting such techniques could place them in violation of their 
obligations and subject to an FAA enforcement action and possible civil penalties under 
49 U.S.C. §44706, as implemented by 14 CFR § 139.337.  In particular, an airport 
operator that has received federal grant-in-aid assistance is obligated through its grant 
assurances to maintain compatible land uses.  Failure to do so may lead to 
noncompliance with its grant obligations.  Further, airports that serve commercial air 
carriers are required to be certificated under 49 U.S.C. §44706, as implemented by 14 
CFR Part 139.  Title 14 CFR § 139.337(a) requires airport operators holding a Part 139 
certificate to “take immediate action to alleviate wildlife hazards whenever they are 
detected.”  Accordingly, Part 139-certificated airport operators should make state wildlife 
agencies aware of the airport’s FAA-approved Wildlife Hazard Management Plan 
(WHMP), AC 150/5200-33A, and the joint FAA-Wildlife Services manual, Wildlife Hazard 
Management at Airports (6/05) (joint FAA/WS manual).  Before making any changes in 
land management practices, the airport operator should carefully review the above 
documents to assure that any changes are consistent with its obligations under federal 
law to control wildlife hazards and attractants in the AOA.  For ease of reference, the key 
land management practices bearing upon aviation safety are summarized and highlighted 
below: 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. Adhere to the turf, landscaping, and habitat management practices described in the 
airport’s WHMP, AC 150/5200-33A, and the joint FAA/WS manual.  Do not change 
these practices specifically to encourage the presence of, or to attract hazardous 
wildlife species even if the species are state-listed or of special concern.   

a. Do not deliberately preserve or develop on-airport wildlife habitats such as 
wetlands, forest, brush, or native grasslands having characteristics that attract 

                                            
1 Those species listed by states as threatened, endangered, or species of special concern vary 
from state to state.  For information on state listed species, contact the appropriate state wildlife 
management Agency.  
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hazardous wildlife (See the airport’s WHMP, AC 150/5200-33A, and the joint 
FAA/WS Manual.)  

b. Manage the airport’s AOA vegetation as recommended in the airport’s WHMP, 
AC 150/5200-33A, and the joint FAA/WS manual.  

2. Adhere to the wildlife harassment and repellant techniques described in the airport’s 
WHMP, AC 150/5200-33A, and the joint FAA/WS manual to prevent hazardous 
wildlife species from becoming established and complicating the ability to adhere to 
prescribed habitat management practices.  

3. Do not allow hazardous state-listed threatened and endangered species or species of 
special concern to remain on the airport if it requires managing the airport environment 
contrary to FAA recommendations.   

4. Reevaluate existing and evaluate future agreements with federal, state, or local 
wildlife agencies where the terms of the agreements are or may be contrary to federal 
obligations concerning hazardous wildlife on or near public-use airports and aviation 
safety.   

5. Whenever practicable, wetland mitigation for state-listed threatened and endangered 
species or species of special concern should be sited off-airport (see AC 150/5200-
33A, §2-4.c (1)).   
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